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WHY THE FUTURE IS OPEN
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2020 saw a unique combination of events that will have lasting impact on the telecom industry – and not all negatively. Industry initiatives to establish a more open radio access network (O-RAN) gathered considerable momentum. Francis Haysom, the principal analyst at Appledore Research, argues that 2021 will be a critical year in which open RAN really begins to change the shape of the telecoms market.

2020 was a breakthrough year for O-RAN. Meaning, that at the start of the year, it could still be seen as something of an interesting effort – potentially important, but years away. By the end of the year however, it was being cited as a critical part of strategies by CEOs from major vendors and communications service providers (CSPs) alike. Online conferences were among the best attended and most actively participated of the year.

Does O-RAN really deserve all the attention? And into 2021, will its momentum be sustained?

I believe the answer to both questions is yes but with some qualification.
Understanding Open RAN

O-RAN is now an umbrella term that covers a number of inter-related initiatives with a shared purpose to increase openness – that is, disaggregation of previously combined subcomponents – within the RAN, enabling among other things:

- More flexibility in CSPs’ choice of equipment to meet a variety of different end-customer needs
- A more diverse and competitive RAN vendor landscape
- Faster, template-driven rollout of new RAN, especially in rural or developing regions

These programmes are also seeking to enable the increased deployment of intelligence within the RAN, promoting lower operational cost, and faster innovation.

With roots in separate initiatives going back to 2018 and earlier, in 2020 a combination of commercial, technical, and political pressures acted as a catalyst giving a major boost to the O-RAN cause. Vodafone, Telefonica, Deutsche Telekom, Rakuten, Orange and O-RAN all made significant public announcements referencing commitments to deploying O-RAN in live networks in 2021.

From the start, O-RAN has been strongly led by CSPs, who feature in leadership positions on most of the O-RAN initiatives. Most notable among those is the Open RAN Alliance, a consortium founded in 2018 by five CSPs, but by the start of 2021 comprising some 27 CSPs and more than 200 vendors. Also significant is the Telecom Infra Project (TIP) which sees Facebook join major CSPs in driving deployments of open infrastructure – mobile RAN is just one thread of TIP.

The CSP leadership of O-RAN reflects the strong commercial drivers that led to its creation and continue to steer its progress. Not only lower costs for RAN rollout and upgrade, but just as important: faster introduction of new features and services across entire networks.

How will O-RAN deliver these benefits?
The success of mobile telephony has been fundamentally driven by global standardisation of functions and interface. Yet in the RAN the process of standardisation and interoperability in many ways has gone in reverse, with increasingly proprietary integrated solutions from an ever-declining number of major suppliers.

Traditional, that is, proprietary, RAN solutions are designed with the intention that a CSP will deploy a single-vendor, vertically integrated RAN solution nationally or regionally, integrated via 3GPP backhaul interface standards with a core network management solution (NMS).

And with good reasons. Adoption of a single RAN provider nationally can currently pay dividends in terms of new service introduction. T-Mobile in the Czech Republic was able to deploy a national cellular IoT solution through a simple software upgrade of its single-vendor RAN. This is not possible for CSPs with a multi-vendor RAN because of the need to coordinate multiple RAN solutions and to integrate these RAN solutions to provide a national IoT solution.

Traditional RAN consists of standalone base stations, each with its own dedicated infrastructure at the site. Each base station would be separately managed, with processing dedicated to that site. This means that:

- With mobile users each base station needed to be sized for the perceived maximum users and traffic, with processing power being underutilised most of the time.
- With each base station separately managed there was also a need to coordinate frequency reuse between neighbouring cells.
- Supporting infrastructure for a base station, like cooling and power, needed to be replicated at each site and sized appropriately.

With the growth of mobile networks there has been a large increase in the numbers of cells and base stations. The infrastructure to support this, if it were based on dedicated base station functionality at every site, would not scale efficiently. For this reason, major equipment vendors introduced distributed base station architecture. By initially separating out the remote
With the advent of virtualisation, the BBU processing has increasingly moved from custom hardware to sit on virtualised infrastructure or to sit on the radio head itself. However, the connectivity between BBU and RRH remained proprietary and the BBU infrastructure, whilst now virtualised, remained proprietary. The RAN remained a proprietary integrated solution.

This meant that upgrade paths always favour the incumbent supplier. This is particularly the case where the supplier aims to reduce the cost of upgrade by building-in reuse of existing infrastructure. Many 5G business cases today only work because of the ability to reuse LTE baseband and radio infrastructure, with card swaps and software upgrades.

Security and geo-politics have exacerbated pre-existing commercial concerns over vendor lock-in. The lack of options, in most cases one of two, has spurred CSPs and governments into serious efforts to open up the RAN and encourage new vendors to enter the market.

**Enter Open RAN**

Open RAN exposes and opens up the proprietary interfaces between RAN components, thereby offering the possibility for greater choice of individual components and, more critically, vendors for each component.

The key components and interfaces of Open RAN are shown in Figure 2 with those from 3GPP in red, those from the O-RAN Alliance in blue. This diagram focuses on what the interfaces and functions are achieving, rather than specific interface and component names.

The key tenet of O-RAN is that the RAN should be disaggregated, and there should be open interfaces between the disaggregated components of the RAN. This is something that is not present in today’s mobile standards.

Beyond this, O-RAN initiatives are also aiming that any solution should be software-defined, and virtualised or containerised.

---

**Figure 3: O-RAN market growth projections 2020-2026**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Traditional single vendor open RAN</th>
<th>New Competitive integrated open RAN</th>
<th>Multi-vendor open RAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>USD 0.5</td>
<td>USD 0.1</td>
<td>USD 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>USD 1.0</td>
<td>USD 0.1</td>
<td>USD 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>USD 1.4</td>
<td>USD 0.2</td>
<td>USD 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>USD 2.4</td>
<td>USD 0.3</td>
<td>USD 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2024</td>
<td>USD 3.7</td>
<td>USD 0.4</td>
<td>USD 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td>USD 5.5</td>
<td>USD 0.6</td>
<td>USD 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2026</td>
<td>USD 8.0</td>
<td>USD 0.9</td>
<td>USD 2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Appledore Research
Finally, some O-RAN initiatives are looking at how an O-RAN solution could be deployed on white-box hardware and where each component is available as opensource software.

By replacing proprietary black box RAN with combinations of interoperable best-of-breed components, utilising virtualised components, and commodity hardware and software platforms, CSPs hope to drive down costs and increase the speed and ease with which the network can be changed.

**Market impact**

What effect will this new architecture have on the RAN market, and what new opportunities and challenges will it create?

Appledore Research predicts total spend on O-RAN components and services to grow to US$11.2bn in 2026.

While much new RAN will be deployed, and equipment in existing networks augmented, headline capex will remain flat. However, we expect that O-RAN will become the dominant model for RAN procurements and rollout. Essentially, over the next 10-15 years, all RANs will become open RANs.

However, we predict that the majority of O-RAN spend by service providers will be with their long-established suppliers, on pre-integrated yet open RAN solutions. That is not to say that new entrants will be squeezed out. Open interfaces mean opportunity for smaller vendors to sell into multiple larger ones, with the same product offering. And with much of the innovation happening in software, where development cycles are generally faster, product development will not require a 10+ year R&D programme.

So although only a proportion of total spend on O-RAN will be with non-traditional RAN incumbents, this nonetheless represents a significant opportunity for newer, smaller vendors. It is also worth noting that these estimates do not include the significant potential for O-RAN in private networks. This will be the subject of an upcoming Appledore report.

For the 20% of the market that we believe will be truly multi-vendor we show the split of spending for 2026 in **Figure 4** overleaf:

**The return of systems integration**

The single largest new market opportunity in O-RAN will be systems integration. Appledore expects this to comprise around 30% of multi-vendor O-RAN spend. More than any other part of the market, this is likely to see the greatest competition: not only between established equipment vendors with services arms, but also software integrators, as well as operators themselves reselling their own experiences as proven blueprints.

Some pioneering CSPs will continue to drive the pace of O-RAN by doing their own systems integration. Since comparable work was only previously done within the R&D of large vendors, this represents a new area of risk for CSPs relative to conventional RAN rollout.

However, with O-RAN, systems integration takes on a new and wider role. It’s important to remember than O-RAN roll-out is not only largely about software, but that it is about software that is replacing proprietary hardware. That matters because it means that the role of a systems integrator (SI) in O-RAN is not limited to assembling software components; but to supporting the lifecycle of development, test, subsystem integration, validation, test and assurance for RAN capabilities.
As such, opportunities exist for vendors with RAN equipment test and assurance expertise to adapt their expertise into Open RAN, as much as for traditional software SIs to expand into network lifecycle territory. The good news for operators is that there are vendors with both skill sets out there. By definition, this is one example of O-RAN widening diversity and choice.

Open RAN ecosystems

O-RAN prompts discussion of establishing of viable – politically, technically, economically – ecosystems, and the need for new, specialist entrants in the RAN supply chain. While we believe this is possible, we also believe that O-RAN ecosystem clusters will need to start forming rapidly. Aspiring vendors should work to develop specific relationships that work well, rather than hoping that the badge of “Open” alone will ensure success.

CSPs and vendors will need to also invest in an O-RAN ecosystem of more than technology O-RAN will require system integrators that can integrate and prime open RAN solutions to many, with economies of scale. Similarly, O-RAN will require network deployment capabilities that match those of the established RAN equipment vendors. If CSPs want O-RAN to be a success, then they will need to find approaches that can enable both of these. New O-RAN vendors must recognise that they cannot achieve success by themselves. They will need to actively work on building partnerships with others beyond just technology; choose friends and create ecosystems.

Adoption of O-RAN architectures and standards we believe is inevitable. Traditional RAN vendors will need to modify their behaviour to meet operator demand for openness. However, in doing this they ultimately have the opportunity to potentially strengthen their position as integrated suppliers with innovative suppliers of open RAN functions as part of their integrated offer.
Conclusion

O-RAN has the potential to fundamentally transform mobile networks by:

- Fully introducing software centric, cloud native design and implementation processes to a critical part of the network
- Opening up the RAN to a wide range of network innovators and disrupters
- Increasing the opportunity for automation and ultimately autonomous networks

O-RAN is still at an early stage, though making rapid progress with powerful and committed sponsors among the CSP and vendor communities.

CSPs and vendors alike must also recognise that O-RAN is fundamentally about enabling new network software ecosystems. Standards will be important, but are secondary to this aim. Rakuten, seen as the leader in O-RAN adoption does not in fact use the O-RAN Alliance fronthaul standard for 4G, instead developing its own standard between radio units and baseband. CSPs must not allow open RAN to become a standards definition led process that only delivers benefit when a standard is fully agreed. CSPs must actively participate in sponsoring plugfests and other forms of collaborative development. They should also consider taking this a stage further with early-stage trials of principle for innovative RAN services.
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VMware has established itself as one of the most important players in the new, software-driven, cloud-ready telecoms landscape. It is also one of the vendors supporting Open RAN (O-RAN) Alliance. Appledore Research quizzed VMware’s advisor, and O-RAN technical committee co-chair, Sachin Katti on the company’s journey to date, and vision for open RAN

What is VMware's journey in open RAN to date, and where are you seeing demand?

Sachin Katti: We have been involved in successful transformation of the network core for several years now and so we set out to apply the same principles to the radio access network (RAN). With DISH, we are bringing VMware cloud technology to virtualise the RAN and help DISH build the first open and virtualised VMware radio access network.

We see momentum on virtual RAN and open RAN pretty much everywhere around the world, because there is significant interest in making the right architecture choice as communications service providers (CSPs) roll out 5G. The right cloud architecture, and then the cloud-to-the-RAN architecture, will ensure that CSPs have flexibility for the next decade, as 5G gets rolled out.

What is VMware's vision for telco and for open RAN?

SK: VMware’s vision for CSPs is to bring a horizontal cloud infrastructure approach to the deployment of telco networks. So what does that mean? Historically telco networks have been deployed in vertically integrated silos where a CSP would select a packet core from one vendor and that vendor would provide everything soup-to-nuts from the hardware, to the underlying infrastructure software, to the network function, to the operational tools to manage that function. The CSP would then stitch together a few of these siloes to build out a network. This is a very vertical approach, which leads to vertical and proprietary integration of the network. VMware’s approach is horizontal – we are creating a platform which unifies network elements and acts as a single cloud from which CSPs have the flexibility to choose best-of-breed network functions. Beyond that, our platform provides cloud-native automation tools to manage the deployment of software that constructs the 4G/LTE network along with the 5G network.

VMware’s approach in RAN is to bring that same philosophy from the core to the radio access network, thereby extending the telco cloud to the radio access network. That implies the capability to support the unique requirements of radio access network workloads around low latency thereby helping CSPs manage the highly distributed deployment the RAN requires. A radio access network is literally tens of thousands of sites around a geography and each one of the sites has a tiny little data centre, so one or two servers per cell site. VMware’s approach helps CSPs manage the complexity of dealing with thousands of tiny data centres, and giving people a single pane of glass for a logically consistent view of managing such an infrastructure.

What does a VMware open RAN engagement look like?

SK: In terms of how we envision going from start to finish, we start with a cloud and automation platforms. We then work with our customers to define a platform that allows them to select the best of breed vendors for different functions – from the core to the RAN – so they can build an automation pipeline. VMware essentially acts as a platform integrator in this case and allows the CSP to utilise the best of continuous integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD) tools to onboard, test, deploy and run network functions from a variety of vendors.

The goal here is to remove the manual way that things were done in the past. With a defined automation pipeline, VMware brings modern software practices to the testing and roll-out of virtual functions to CSPs. The same pipeline used for CI/CD can then be used for production deployment and operation of the network itself – a single platform to continuously monitor, integrate and deploy function updates and new services as they are developed.

The two main factors causing concern for CSPs seem to be performance and security. Do you see these as long-term issues, or just an inevitable part of the development of any new network technology?
SK: I think, on the performance side we think of this as something that will inevitably get solved as it does for every other technology when moving from vertical systems to horizontal systems. For example, servers back in the early 90s, late 90s and early 2000s were vertically integrated systems with their own hardware, operating system and software. They were better than horizontal systems like Intel x86-based servers, but at some point Moore’s Law caught up and the silicon on the Intel x86 side was much better than what Solaris could produce independently. We think we are at the same inflection point in telco, where all of the silicon advancements that are happening for larger computing, both around x86 as well as ARM or graphics processing units (GPUs), are now going to leap-frog any custom silicon that any single RAN vendor can build. This is because RAN vendors just do not have the scale to invest in the kind of silicon improvements that Intel and NVIDIA can, given their larger market targets. On the same thread, Intel’s Photon OS will provide improvements to performance optimisation, security, container support, and lifecycle management for the latency-sensitive workloads in the RAN.

So inevitably it’s a question of when, not if, the performance of standard silicon will be better than custom silicon.

With regards to security, open RAN and virtual RAN should be superior as they allow CSPs to inspect every layer of the stack. This also allows CSPs to rip out and replace different components of the stack if it is found to be insecure. Of course, this compares to a vertically integrated system, which is a black box, where CSPs cannot inspect anything so they completely rely on the vendor to secure. And so, if anything, an open virtualised system gives the CSP much more control and ability to quickly address any security issues that come up, whereas a closed proprietary system just does not have that luxury.

Do you think open RAN will be successful in accelerating the pace of innovation for mobile operators? Is telecoms ready for that?

SK: If nothing else, I think, open RAN brings data centre economics and cloud agility to the radio system which has historically not been a very agile space. With that transition, it makes it feasible to introduce innovation and updates at a much faster pace than before. It’s really a question of whether the telco customers are willing to consume that new agility and that new pace of innovation. Given the need to monetise, it’s pretty clear that CSPs do not have a choice – they have to do it.